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Introduction
In 1971, Louis Michel – motivated by the SU(3) theory of hadronic interactions – proved a
remarkable theorem on symmetry breaking in theories described by a G-invariant potential
(G a compact semisimple Lie group) over a finite dimensional smooth G-manifold M [1];
this result was a direct generalization of the theory he and Radicati had developed to study
the geometry of the SU(3) octet, and the model-independent features of the SU(3) theory
[2-4].
Essentially, Michel theorem guarantees that, under suitable conditions, there are points in
M which are critical for any G-invariant potential V :M →R; moreover, these points are
characterized in terms of a geometric construction which takes into account the symmetry
properties of points – and subsets – ofM under the G action. Notice that actually, critical
points of G-invariant functions come necessarily in G-orbits; thus, whenever the orbit space
Ω =M/G is well defined – as it is under the conditions mentioned above – it is convenient
to set the problem directly in Ω (maybe with an explict use of the basis of G-invariant
functions on M as coordinates in Ω), as Michel did.
Thus, in summary, the Michel theorem on critical orbits of G-invariant functions on a
G-manifold [1] allows to identify G-orbits which are critical for any G-invariant function;
thus, it permits to study spontaneous symmetry breaking in a model-independent way [3-16];
this theory has also been extended to study supersymmetry breaking [12]. Mathematical
foundations for the theory are provided e.g. by [17,18].
The purpose of the present note is to show that Michel’s theory can be extended to the
study of (pure) gauge theories, such as those defined by a Yang-Mills functional, and more
generally by a gauge-invariant functional defined on a space of connections for a given
principal bundle.
It will turn out that once this is obtained, extension to the case of complete gauge theories,
i.e. theories with matter fields, follows rather easily1.
It should be stressed that, for our result to be of physical interest, the space of connections
to be considered (see below) should obey some natural conditions. Thus, on the one
side we would be not justified in restricting our attention to the (dense) subspace of
irreducible connections, for which a full geometric description is well known [22,23], and
which is relatively simple (we recall however that in the SU(2) case this coincides with
the full space of connections [24]). On the other side, we should not consider the full
space of connections, but only those connections satisfying a finite energy condition, or
1 In this respect, it should be mentioned that an extension of Michel theory to gauge func-
tionals (in that case, dealing only with matter fields) was already considered in [19-21],
but this suffered from several – strong – limitations; these followed from focusing on the
seemingly easier sector of matter fields, and it turns out that the present approach is not
only more natural geometrically, but also more fruitful.
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more precisely the completion of this set in suitable norm; this leads naturally to consider
Sobolev spaces of connections and Sobolev norms [24,25]. The same remark would apply
when considering sections of a vector bundle in the context of gauge theories with matter
fields, see below.
In the present note, we will give a careful statement and a complete proof of the extension
of Michel’s theorem to pure gauge theories; we will also shortly discuss some – easy but
relevant – extensions and generalizations of this (including the one to theories with matter
fields), whose proof is only sketched or omitted at all as it would just repeat the one for
the pure gauge case, and some of the possible applications.
It is appropriate to stress here that it turns out – as it will be clear in our discussion – that
one can directly extend the essence of Michel’s construction and proof, from its original
setting –M a finite dimensional manifold, G a compact Lie group, in the following referred
to as the “classical case” – to the case of gauge theories, which involve infinite dimensional,
non-compact manifold and group (a large part of the results needed for this are classical
ones [22,23,26]); this shows (see also the final discussion in sect.7) how far-reaching is the
Michel theory of symmetry breaking.
Plan of the paper. Let us shortly describe the pan of the paper. We will start by collecting
in sect.1 some well known geometrical fact to provide a proper setting – and fix notation
– for the discussion to follow. In sect.2 we will define a Sobolev norm on the space of
connections and on gauge sections, and choose some Sobolev class of connections – and
correspondingly of gauge sections – in which we work; this is needed in order to deal with
Hilbert spaces. With this, we can use known results concerning existence of slices. The
central result of this note is given in sect.3; it is a direct extension of Michel’s theorem [1]
– and proof – to the pure gauge case; after this, we can pass to consider extension and
consequences of it. Thus, first of all we notice in sect.4 that once we have the result for
the pure gauge case, it can be easily extended to the case of gauge theories with matter
fields. Then, in sect.5 we discuss some other extensions, dealing with general systems
(i.e. not necessarily variational ones) with a gauge symmetry, and we formulate the gauge
equivalent of reduction lemmata which are well known in the finite dimensional case; these
are applied in sect.6 to discuss specifically the problem of symmetry breaking in theories
with a (continuous) dependence on a parameter. Finally, in sect.7 we discuss some further
extensions, as well as the strength – and weakness – of the approach proposed here. The
discussion of sects.5-7 refers only to the pure gauge case for ease of notation, but it will be
clear from sect.4 that these would also extend to the case where matter fields are present.
All our discussion will be conducted using only the geometry of the problem, i.e. with no
reference to the kind of specific functional one encounters in physical examples of gauge
theories. To discuss these is obviously a very relevant matter, so that we do indeed consider
them, and how our main theorem can be of use in determining specific solutions, in the
appendices. Here we restrict specifically to the well known class of functionals made of
the Yang-Mills one L = |Fµν |
2 for the pure gauge part, and by the standard Lagrangian
L = [|∇φ|2 − V (φ)] (see below) for the matter fields (with ∇ the covariant derivative). In
appendix A we study of special class of solutions, in appendix B we further restrict this
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to the case associated to the null connection A0 (see below), and finally in appendix C we
deal with the case G = SU(3).
1. Geometrical setting
Let B be an n-dimensional (n finite) riemannian manifold (e.g. B = R4 or S4); let G be
a compact, connected and semisimple Lie group (e.g. G = SU(N)); let P be a principal
fiber bundle over B with projection pi : P → B and fiber pi−1(x) ≈ G. We denote by G
the Lie algebra of G.
Let C be the set of connections on P . It is well known that C is an affine space modelled
on the vector space A := Λ1 (T∗B,G) of the one-forms on B taking value in G. With any
connection A ∈ C we can associate a covariant derivative ∇α and a one-form α ∈ A that
are given, in local coordinates (x1, ..., xn) on B and with Aµ : B → G, by
α = Aµ(x) dx
µ ; (1)
∇αµ = ∂µ + Aµ . (2)
Choosing as reference point in C the null connection A0 such that A0µ = 0 (µ = 1, ..., n),
from now on we will say “the connection α” to mean “the connection A = A0 + α whose
associated connection form is α”.
Let Γ denote the space of differentiable sections of P ; Γ has the structure of a Hilbert-Lie
group, and a section γ ∈ Γ will be written in local coordinates as
γ = g(x) , (3)
with g : B → G. We say that Γ is a gauge group modelled on G.
The gauge group Γ acts naturally on the operator of covariant derivative associated to a
connection A ∈ C by conjugation, i.e. γ : ∇α → γ∇αγ−1; the action of Γ on A is given in
local coordinates by
γ : Aµ =⇒ g(x) ·Aµ(x) · g
−1(x) − (∂µg) (x) · g
−1(x) . (4)
The action of γ ∈ Γ on the connection form α ∈ A will be denoted by γ(α).
With any connection form α (i.e. with any connection A) we can associate a gauge isotropy
subgroup Γα,
Γα = {γ ∈ Γ : γ(α) = α} . (5)
It is well known [22] that, with p0 ∈ P any reference point in P and x0 = pi(p0),
Γα = {γ ∈ Γ : ∇
α(γ) = 0 , g(x0) ∈ CG [Hα(p0)] } , (6)
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where Hα(p0) is the holonomy group of the connection ∇
α at p0, and CG[H] the centralizer
of H in G, i.e.
CG[H] = {g ∈ G : [g, h] = 0 ∀h ∈ H} . (7)
Thus, Γα is isomorphic to a subgroup of the compact group G; notice that the isomorphism,
given by ∇αγ = 0, depends on A.
Remark 1. We stress, in view of later discussion, that for the null connection A0, H0(p0) =
{e} for all points p0 ∈ P , and thus Γ0 is the group of covariantly constant (along A
0)
functions from B to G, i.e. Γ0 ≃ G. ⊙
Given a connection α with isotropy group Γα we can consider: (i) the fixed space of Γα,
i.e. the space of connections (associated with connection forms) which are left invariant
by Γα,
F(α) = {β ∈ A : γ(β) = β ∀γ ∈ Γα} = {β : Γα ⊆ Γβ} ; (8)
and (ii) the isotropy type of α, i.e. the space of connections (associated with connection
forms) having isotropy subgroups which are Γ-conjugated to that of α,
Σ(α) = {β ∈ A : ∃γ ∈ Γ : Γβ = γΓαγ
−1 } . (9)
The orbit of α under Γ will be denoted by Γ(α) (or, for ease of notation, by ωα). If we
consider the gauge transformed of α, we have easily that Γγ(α) = γΓαγ
−1, or in other
words
Γ(α) ⊆ Σ(α) ; (10)
thus, the equivalence classes under the relation of belonging to the same isotropy type
consist of (necessarily, disjoint) unions of gauge orbits.
Actually, this equivalence relation leads to a stratification of A [22] (see [27-29] for more
detail), pretty much as in the classical case of compact group action on finite dimensional
manifolds; however, we have now a countable – rather than finite – set of strata [26-29].
The set Σ(α) will be called the stratum of α, and it can be shown to be a smooth manifold,
and actually a principal bundle [29].
2. Sobolev norms, and slices
Let us now consider A in some more detail. We have already noticed that it is a linear
space; using the G-invariant scalar product in G, denoted by 〈., .〉, we can define a scalar
product in A by
(α, β) =
∫
B
[
n∑
µ=1
〈Aµ(x), Bµ(x)〉
]
dnx (11)
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where α = Aµdx
µ, β = Bµdx
µ. Let |α| = (α, α)
1/2
denote the corresponding norm. Fixing
a connection C0 ∈ C and using the induced covariant derivative ∇0 we define a Sobolev
scalar product and a Sobolev norm of class k on A by
(α, β)k =
k∑
j=0
[ ∫
B
((
∇0
)j
α,
(
∇0
)j
β
)
dnx
]
(12)
and
||α||k =

 k∑
j=0
∫
B
|(∇0)j)α|2dnx


1/2
. (13)
We will call Ak the completion of A with respect to this norm. Then Ak is an Hilbert
space, and different choices of the connection C0 ∈ C give rise to equivalent norms [30-33].
If we consider also the Sobolev completion Γk of the gauge group Γ, we have that, for
k > k0 = [(dim(B) + 1)/2], Γk is an infinite dimensional Hilbert-Lie group modelled on
a separable Hilbert space (this same condition does also ensure that the Sobolev norm
dominates the L∞ one, see e.g. [34]). The action of Γ on A can be extended to a smooth
action of Γk on Ak−1 and the Γk orbits are closed in Ak−1 [25,35,36]
From now on we will assume that all objects requiring Sobolev completion have been
completed in appropriate norms and we will write again A and Γ instead of Ak and Γk+1,
and (α, β) instead of (α, β)k .
We remark that the norm (13) induce a Γ-invariant distance d on A defined in the usual
way, i.e. as d (α, β) = ||α− β|| .
It is known [22,23,26,27,31,36] that the action of Γ on A admits a slice Sα at any point
α ∈ A. The existence of a slice guarantees the existence of a tubular neighbourhood Uα of
the Γ orbit ωα; this can be obtained by Γ-transporting Sα, i.e. Uα = Γ (Sα).
We recall that a slice at α is a submanifold Sα ⊆ A such that α ∈ Sα and:
(i) Sα is transversal and complementary to the orbit ωα in A at α;
(ii) Sα is trasversal to all the Γ orbits which meet Sα;
(iii) Sα is (globally) invariant under Γα;
(iv) For β ∈ Sα and γ ∈ Γ, γ(β) ∈ Sα implies γ ∈ Γα, i.e. Γα is the maximal subgroup
which leaves Sα globally invariant; this also implies Γβ ⊆ Γα.
For later reference, we rewrite (i) as
TαA = TαSα ⊕ Tαωα ; (14)
we also denote, again for later reference,
S0α = Sα ∩ F(α) . (15)
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It follows from properties (iii) and (iv) of Sα, and the compactness of Γα, that
S0α = Σ(α) ∩ Sα , (16)
Σ(α) ∩ Uα =
⋃
β∈ωα
S0β ; (17)
hence, from (10),(14) and (17), we have that
TαΣ(α) = Tαωα ⊕ TαS
0
α . (18)
3. Michel theorem for pure gauge theories
Using the notation defined above, we introduce the following two definitions:
Definition 1: A gauge orbit ωα is isolated in its stratum if and only if Uα ∩ Σ(α) = ωα.
Definition 2: The Γ-orbit ω ⊂ A is critical if points on ω are critical for any smooth
Γ-invariant functional on A.
We will prove that these are actually equivalent; that is, we have the:
Theorem. A gauge orbit ω is critical if and only if it is isolated in its stratum.
Sketch of the proof. Let us now consider a Γ-invariant functional L : A → R of class C1
(a special case of this is the Yang-Mills functional), i.e. a functional such that
L (γ(α)) = L(α) ∀γ ∈ Γ , ∀α ∈ A ; (19)
its differential at α, dLα : TαA → R, will be a linear and continuous operator; as A is
a Hilbert space, this will correspond to an element φα ∈ TαA ≃ A, such that dLα(β) =
(φα, β).
It is easy to see that the invariance of L implies
φγ(α) = γ(φα) . (20)
This also implies that if γ ∈ Γα, then dLα is invariant under γ; that is,
φα ∈ TαF(α) . (21)
On the other side, it is clear from (19) that (φα, ξ) = 0 for all ξ ∈ Tαωα; thus we conclude
[see (14),(18)] that
φα ∈ TαS
0
α . (22)
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It is clear from (19) that if α ∈ A is a critical point for L, all the points β ∈ Γ(α) are also
critical for L2, which justifies definition 2. The above discussion shows that if an orbit is
isolated in its stratum, then it is critical.
We could also prove the converse, i.e. that if an orbit is critical, then it is isolated in
its stratum; the proof of this would be just the same as the one given by Michel [1] for
compact groups and finite dimensional manifolds, and thus is omitted.
From the above discussion we conclude that for functionals defined on the space of con-
nections of a principal bundle (in Physics’ language, pure gauge theories) we have – in the
framework, with the definitions, and under the conditions introduced so far – the extension
of Michel’s theorem given above. ⊙
Remark 2. The simplest nontrivial case where we have nontrivial (that is, not pure gauge)
critical gauge orbits is provided by G = SU(3). An analysis of strata in this case is
provided by [29]; the bordering relations among strata are analyzed in [37]. ⊙
4. Theories with matter fields
In physical application of gauge theories [39-44], one wants to consider not only pure gauge
theories, but theories with matter fields as well. It turns out that our main result can be
extended to this case as well, and actually that this extension does not present any new
difficulty with respect to the pure gauge case; thus we sketch here such an extension,
without repeating details already discussed above in the pure gauge frame.
In the case of theories with matter fields, together with the G-principal bundle P over B,
and the set C of connections on P (see sect.1), we should consider a vector bundle Q over
the same base space B, having G as structure group; the fiber of Q will be a vector space
Eq (usually Rq or Cq), and the set of differentiable sections of Q will be denoted as V.
Notice this is not a complete space, and moreover that we should impose, as for the gauge
fields, a finite energy condition (these remarks will naturally lead to consider a Sobolev
space of fields in V, see below).
By choosing an orthonormal frame in Eq, and using the reference connection chosen in C
to transport this to the fiber over any point x ∈ B, a section f ∈ V is described in local
coordinates by φ : B → Eq, i.e. by q fields φj(x), j = 1, ..., q, φj : B → E; these are
usually called matter fields.
The group G acts on Eq by a linear representation T , and we denote by Tg or T (g) the
linear operator on Eq corresponding to g ∈ G.
2 It is then natural to consider as index of α [38] its index as a critical point of the restriction
of dLα to the slice Sα, or equivalently to S
0
α.
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We should then consider the sum bundle P ⊕Q over B; we denote the space of sections of
this by Γ⊕ V, and a section by γ ⊕ f .
An element γ of Γ expressed in local coordinates as g(x) acts on f ∈ V – expressed in local
coordinates as φ(x) – by
[γ(f)](x) = Tg(x)φ(x) . (23)
This means in particular that the gauge isotropy subgroup of f is
Γf = {γ ∈ Γ : g(x) ∈ Gφ(x) ∀x ∈ B} ; (24)
notice that this is in general a non-compact group.
We can define a natural scalar product in V using the scalar product 〈., .〉 defined in Eq:
indeed, we define
(f, h) =
∫
B
〈φ(x), χ(x)〉 dnx (25)
where f ≃ φ(x), h ≃ χ(x).
We can then proceed as in section 2, and define – using a connection C0 and the induced
covariant derivative – a Sobolev scalar product and a Sobolev norm of class k on V; this
k will be the same as that chosen in the analysis of connections. We will then denote by
Vk the completion of V with respect to this norm, and consider from now on this set of
sections (and drop – as it was already done for A – the subscript, for ease of notation).
Results concerning Hilbert-Lie group structures, and existence of slices and tubular neigh-
bourhoods in V, are described e.g. in [45].
Rather than repeating in V the analysis conducted in A – which would actually present
some serious difficulty, as now we have non-compact isotropy subgroups – we will consider
directly A⊕ V. The advantage of this follows from
Lemma. For any α⊕ f ∈ A⊕ V, Γα⊕f is compact.
Proof. This is a consequence of a very simple observation, i.e. that
Γα⊕f = Γα ∩ Γf . (26)
Thus, Γα⊕f is necessarily isomorphic to a (compact) subgroup of the compact group G,
since this is the case for Γα (see sect.1). ⊙
As a consequence, we can define strata in A ⊕ V. We have seen above that we can also
define a Sobolev metric, and thus neighbourhoods in A⊕ V are well defined.
Remark 3. It should be stressed that we cannot proceed by defining strata in V and then
“composing” them with strata in A; the obstacles to this – due essentially to the non-
compact nature of Γf – are discussed e.g. in [19,20] (these do also provide further detail
on V). ⊙
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We can then proceed as in sect.3, arriving at the same conclusions. In particular, we define
Uεα⊕f as the set of sections β ⊕ h of A⊕ V such that ||α− β||+ ||f − h|| < ε, ωα⊕f as the
Γ-orbit of α⊕ f , and Σ(α⊕ f) as the stratum of α⊕ f in A⊕ V. We say then that ωα⊕f
is isolated in its stratum if there is an ε > 0 such that Uεα⊕f ∩Σ(α⊕ f) = ωα⊕f , and that
ωα⊕f is critical if points on ωα⊕f are critical for any Γ-invariant smooth functional defined
on A⊕ V.
We have then – as already mentiond, just following the procedure of section 3, and thus
the original proof by Michel [1] – that the orbit ωα⊕f is critical if and only if it is isolated
in its stratum.
5. General gauge-equivariant evolution equations
In the classical case (compact group G acting on a finite dimensional manifold M), it is
well known that the Michel’s theory and its symmetry-based approach can be extended to
consider general equivariant dynamics rather than just variational problems; in this way
one can re-obtain3 [46,47] in particular the Equivariant Branching Lemma [48-50] (and its
extension to the Hopf case) and the Reduction Lemma [51-53] (see also [54]); most of the
results in equivariant bifurcation theory [52-58] are based on these lemmata [52].
The same holds here, i.e. one could obtain the corresponding results for equivariant vector
fields on A. Indeed, in this case equivariance means that
X (γ(α)) = γ∗ [X (α)] ∀γ ∈ Γ, ∀α ∈ A , (23)
where γ∗ denote the action of Γ on TA induced by the action of Γ on A. Thus, for γ ∈ Γα
and X an equivariant vector field on A, we have
γ∗ [X(α)] = X (γ(α)) = X(α) . (24)
We have thus proven the lemma below:
Lemma. Let X : A → TA be a vector field on A, equivariant under the gauge group Γ;
then, X (α) ∈ TαF(α).
3 It should be stressed that these results were originally obtained with no use of Michel’s
theory, and some years after the original Michel’s paper. This seems to mean that on the
one side mathematicians were not aware of the work of physicists on symmetry breaking,
and on the other side also that physicists were not able to realize the relevance of the results
they knew for other – not so far – fields (a partial exception being provided by [48]), i.e.
for general equivariant Nonlinear Dynamics. Surely, this fact points out a regrettable lack
of communication between the two communities.
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From this lemma one could obtain immediately “infinite dimensional versions” of the
Equivariant Branching Lemma and of the Reduction Lemma, in essentially the same way
as in the finite dimensional case: indeed, the relevant feature here is the invariance under an
equivariant flow (which includes the gradient flow for an invariant potential or functional)
of the closure of a subspace defined by invariance properties (the strata or even the spaces
F(α) considered above). As F(α) is in the closure of Σ(α), we also have immediately the
Corollary. Let X : A → TA be a vector field on A, equivariant under the gauge group Γ;
then, X (α) ∈ TαΣ(α).
Remark 4. It should be stressed that the limitation to gauge theories and gauge invariant
functionals (or, in this last lemma, gauge equivariant vector fields) was only dictated by
the physical interest of this case; it turns out that one could as well extend Michel theory
to the infinite dimensional setting (under suitable technical conditions) irrespective of the
gauge structure. In this way, and using the symmetry theory for differential equations [59-
63], one could e.g. identify functions which are solutions for all the differential equations
having a given symmetry (in a precise sense, amounting to commuting flows in a generalized
function space) [64]. ⊙
Remark 5. It is maybe also appropriate to stress, in this respect, that although the results
based on F(α) are, in principle, stronger than those based on Σ(α) (because the partition
into sets F(α) is finer4 than the one into strata Σ(α)), from the physical point of view it
is preferable, and more natural, to work with strata: on the one side, this mantains the
identification among gauge-equivalent objects; and on the other side this permits to pass
to A/Γ (also called the configuration space in physical literature), which is natural for a
number of physical considerations.
On the other side, from a mathematical point of view one can be well justified in adopting
the F(α) point of view, as this is in general more powerful. This is quite similar to
the situation in the finite dimensional case: from the physical point of view, the Michel
approach is “the” natural one, as the orbit space Ω =M/G is the interesting one, and the
approach based on the F(α) cannot be applied to Ω if not passing through consideration
of the strata. However, in other frames, e.g. in bifurcation theory [52,53] and anyway
when one is interested in M and not so much in Ω, the stronger reduction provided by
the invariance of F(α) proves very useful as it allows a reduction to smaller dimensional
submanifolds. ⊙
4 More precisely, to speak about a finer partition we should consider the closures of strata,
since – as already remarked – with our definition the F(α) belong to the closure of Σ(α),
not necessarily to Σ(α) itself.
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6. Reduction and symmetry breaking.
In physical applications of gauge theories, the theory – i.e. the functional L to be extrem-
ized – can depend on a control parameter, and one is specially interested in the occurrence
of spontaneous symmetry breaking, i.e. in the case where A0 is a critical point for all
value of the control parameter λ, and a minimum for λ < λ0, but for λ > λ0 it is not
a minimum and is thus unstable; minima are then realized by other, symmetry-breaking,
critical points; we call these A∗(λ) and denote the connection forms by α(λ).
We will consider a second order phase transition, i.e. the case where we will have
lim
λ→λ+
0
A∗(λ) = A0 . (25)
In mathematical language, this corresponds to a bifurcation, and we have a continuous
branch of bifurcating solutions.
Typically, these A∗(λ) (λ > λ0) have a symmetry which is less than the one of A
0 (this
is invariant under any constant section, see remark 1 above), but which is the same for a
whole set of values of λ: thus, A∗(λ) for λ ∈ (λ0, λ1) belong to the same stratum. This
also means that the A∗(λ) correspond to gauge orbits which cannot be isolated in their
stratum, so that the gauged version of Michel theorem given above cannot be used.
However, we can still be able to obtain relevant informations by “quotienting out” the
unavoidable – and thus, in a sense, trivial – degeneracy of Γα(λ) in the direction “along the
bifurcating branch”. The idea will be essentially to separate the variation in this direction
(on which symmetry considerations can be of no use) and the one in the other, transversal,
directions5.
Thus we suppose that there is a stratum µ(λ) (notice this can depend on λ) in A such
that A0 belongs to the border of µ(λ) for all λ ∈ (λ0, λ1), see above, and that µ(λ)/Γ is a
one-dimensional manifold (the latter one is a strong assumption, which presumably could
be somewhat relaxed).
We are then guaranteed of the vanishing of (δL)[α] in directions transversal to µ(λ);
this means that in this case we can split the search for critical points of the Γ-invariant
functional L in two steps: (i)we determine strata µ(λ) such that µ(λ)/Γ is one-dimensional;
(ii) once we have determined such a µ(λ), we consider the restriction of L to µ(λ), and
actually to µ(λ)/Γ: i.e. we reduce to a variational problem in one dimension.
Notice that when the functional is confining (i.e. we are guaranteed of the existence of a
ball B in A such that L > L[A0] on A\B and δL is inward on ∂B), we are guaranteed of
5 Notice that the application of Michel theorem to G = SU(3) met the same problem; in
that case, the direction “along the branch” would simply be the radial one, and thus one
would simply consider the unit sphere in G = su(3).
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the existence of a critical point in Σ(α), and when we add the condition that A0 is unstable
for λ > λ0, we are actually guaranteed of the existence of critical gauge orbits in µ(λ).
This approach can be seen as an application of the “Symmetric Criticality Principle” of
Palais [65,66]; or also – more simply – as a generalization of the equivariant branching
lemma [48-50], well known in equivariant bifurcation theory [52-58].
Remark 6. The symmetric criticality principle can also be applied – and is actually orig-
inally formulated [65] – in what we called the F(α) frame. In this way, it becomes even
more powerful for what concerns general gauge-equivariant evolution problems. However,
the same considerations presented in remark 5 apply here, i.e. in the context of physical
gauge theories one should identify gauge-related spaces and thus work with strata rather
than with fixed spaces. ⊙
7. Extensions, generalizations, and discussion.
We would like to conclude this note by a series of remarks concerning possible extensions of
our results, comparison of these with existing results on critical points of gauge functionals,
and/or comparison with the Michel theory for the classical case (we recall by this we mean
the finite dimensional case, i.e. a compact Lie group G acting on a finite dimensional
smooth manifold M).
Remark 7. First of all, we notice that in the classical case, one can apply the classical
tools of variational analysis (e.g. Lyusternik-Shnirelman and Morse theories; see e.g. [67]
and refernces therein, and [68]), and also stratified Morse theory [69] to obtain further
information on the number and nature of critical points in (the closure of) each stratum;
see e.g. [70] for a simple example, and especially [71] for a recent – physically relevant and
mathematically more interesting – application of this approach. It appears that the same
holds – with increased technical difficulties to be expected, as we are now in an infinite
dimensional setting – for our present extension. ⊙
Remark 8. We would also like to mention that in the classical case one is able, modulo
some further assumption on the G-action on M – to project an equivariant vector field
onto a field in the orbit space6 Ω =M/G. In the present setting, it is known [22,29] that A
can be decomposed as the union of principal Gj -bundles (the Gj being certain subgroups
of G); moreover, we know that A has a proper isotropy stratification. Thus it would be
worth studying if there are reasonable conditions under which any equivariant vector field
6 Notice that in general Ω is not a manifold, but it is a stratified manifold, i.e. the union of
strata in the geometric (Whitney) sense, which themselves are manifolds. Notice also that
our theorem guarantee that the projected field will be tangent to these strata, provided
one proves the Whitney strata are union of Michel strata (see [46,47]).
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φ∗ : A → TA can be projected to some vector field ψ∗ : A/Γ → T (A/Γ) (wherever this
makes sense). ⊙
Remark 9. In this note we adopted the point of view of studying the singular strata (i.e.
orbits which are not in the generic stratum, or equivalently reducible connections), arguing
that – as it is shown by our extension of Michel theorem – these will provide “generic”
solutions in the presence of symmetry, precisely because they are singular, or even better
“as singular as possible”.
A different approach is also possible, using again the stratification but proceeding the
other way round, i.e. considering first the generic orbits (i.e. ΓA ≃ G), then connections
which are reducible but with large ΓA, and so on, and at each stage restricting attention to
these “minimally reducible” connections, on which one can, by the procedure very shortly
described in a moment, apply the results holding for reducible connections [22,23] provided
the theory is set on a reduced bundle [29]. Let us consider a reducible connection α; from
(5), the Γα would depend on the reference point
p0 = (x0, γ(x0)) ∈ pi
−1(x0) ⊂ P ;
choosing a different reference point gp0 on the same fiber will change HA(p0) to HA(gp0) =
gHA(p0)g
−1, and it follows easily that CG[HA(gp0)] = g (CG[HA(p0)]) g
−1. Thus, nothing
changes – in HA and hence in Γα – when we act by
g ∈ JA ≡ CG[CG[HA(p0)]] .
We can then consider a subbundle PA over the same base space B and fiber pi
−1(x) ≃
JA ⊆ G; the connection α is irreducible over this subbundle. We can thus analyze more
and more singular strata in A by proceding along chains of subbundles [29]; strata can be
analyzed in terms of these, and bordering relations can be expressed as relations among
characteristic classes [37]. This approach could also be extended to gauge theories with
matter fields. ⊙
Remark 10. At the same time as the Michel-Radicati approach [1-4], a different approach,
also based on geometry of group action, was proposed by Cabibbo and Maiani [72]; this is
not equivalent to the Michel-Radicati approach, but seems to somewhat be a precursor of
the symmetric criticality principle of Palais [65] mentioned above. ⊙
Remark 11. In the present note, we have only mentioned those results on the geometry of
the gauge orbit space (configuration space) A/Γ that we needed; however, the geometry of
this space has been studied quite in detail. We refer to [22-30,35,37], already mentioned,
and e.g. to [73-77] for further detail and bibliographic indications. ⊙
Remark 12. It should be stressed (see also the remarks below) that the results presented
here – and the method they provide to search for critical points of gauge-invariant func-
tionals – are settled in general terms, i.e. for general (smooth) gauge-invariant functionals;
this is in principles an advantage of them. However, this fact can also be considered as
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a weakness of our approach: that is, in this way we fail to take advantage of the specific
features of the functionals of interest in physical gauge theories (see the appendices). ⊙
Remark 13. We would like to stress that the approach presented here is quite general, and
can be applied to any base manifold B and Lie group G; similarly, it can be used to look
for any kind of critical point, and not only for minima and/or for selfdual or anti-selfdual
critical points.
In this respect, we recall that the critical points which are not minima can be quite relevant
physically: this is the case e.g. in the WKB theory (see also the Duistermaat-Heckman
localization theory [78-80], guaranteeing that in certain cases the WKB approximation is
exact).
Similarly, we recall that the celebrated results of Bourguignon and Lawson [31-33], stating
that all weakly stable critical points of Yang-Mills functionals are self-dual or anti-self-dual,
apply under precise conditions (which enclose the physically relevant cases); in particular,
they only hold in dimension four, and for G = SU(2) and SU(3) [with extensions to U(3)
and SO(4)], and do not deal with unstable critical points.
Moreover, we also mention that the present approach could also be useful (as it localizes
the critical points in strata and thus provides a natural parametrization of them) in deter-
mining the moduli space for instanton/monopole solutions, and the Atiyah-Hitchin metric.
⊙
Remark 14. As already mentioned in the introduction, previous attempts to extend Michel
theory to the gauge case exist, and were able to provide some results [19,20]; however,
they suffered from severe limitations. Essentially, these only considered functionals on
V (moreover, overlooking any contact structure [59,62,75] when considering dependence
on derivatives). These limitations followed from tackling the problem by the matter field
sector (see the remarks in sect.4 for the difficulties with this approach); in the present
complete – and geometrical – setting, it is the strong geometrical structure present in A,
i.e. in the pure gauge sector, which allows to tame the problems arising in V and which
forced the previous attempts [19,20] to such a limited scope. ⊙
Remark 15. It should also be stressed that the results given here extend to the case
of a gauge functional depending on higher order (covariant) derivatives, thus extending
substantially the case of proper Yang-Mills functionals. ⊙
Remark 16. More in general, apart from technical problems, the whole construction con-
sidered here, and by Michel theory, relies on the concept of group action on a manifold, and
of invariant functionals (or equivariant ones once we consider e.g. the gradients), together
with a suitable topology and an appropriate “agreement” between the manifold and group
topologies (the requirement that group orbits are proper submanifolds of the manifold); it
is quite clear that this is a very general situation, and thus that the reach of Michel theory
is correspondingly ample. ⊙
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Thus, in conclusion, we believe Michel theory provides a new approach to a number of
questions which are extremely relevant for Physics, and possibly also for Mathematics;
needless to say, the credit for it should go to the original geometric view it embodies [1],
and not to the simple, albeit useful, extension given here.
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Appendix A. Special solutions in theories with matter fields.
In this note, we considered theories defined by any smooth gauge-invariant functional on
A or on A⊕V; however, in physical gauge theories – i.e. Yang-Mills theories [39-44] – one
mostly meets functionals with a precise form.
In this and the following appendices we want to show how our results apply to proper
Yang-Mills theories, in order to get special solutions of interest, and recover the Michel-
Radicati results [3,4] in the SU(3) case. In this first appendix we want to show how we can
by our result get some special, and relevant, solutions in the case of theories with matter
fields, once we have determined critical points of the pure gauge part of the theory.
Thus we will consider some vector space E and a vector bundle over B with fiber E having
G as structure group. When we include matter fields φ : B → E in the theory, we have –
restricting to the physically relevant situation – a functional
L = Lg(A, φ) + Lp(φ) + Lym(A) , (A1)
where the three parts of the functional are defined as
Lg =
∫
B
|(∇Aφ)(x)|
2 dnx
Lp =
∫
B
V [φ(x)] dnx
Lym =
∫
B
|Fµν [A(x)]|
2 dnx
(A2)
with V a smooth function (potential) V : Eq → R, and the norms defined via the appro-
priate scalar products. We will consider B = Rn, and A0 is the flat connection.
In looking for critical points of this functional, we can look for a special class of these, i.e.
we look for functions φ(x) and Aµ(x) which extremize the three parts separately: these
will then be a satisfactory extremizing solution for L (although not all the solutions will
be obtained in this way).
We can start from Lym, and suppose we have determined a connection α (i.e. the functions
Aµ(x), valued in G) which is critical for Lym; in particular, these could be determined by
means of our previous results.
Let us now consider Lp; we consider F , the set of sections (in suitable Sobolev class) of
the bundle over B having E as fiber, and M ⊂ E the set of points on the fiber on which V
has extremal points. We then define FM ⊂ F as the set of sections φ such that φ(x) ∈M
for all x ∈ B. It is clear that any φ ∈ FM is critical for Lp.
We should now consider Lg, the only part in which A and φ interact: this will be extremal
– actually minimal – if φ is covariantly constant along α. We will try to build a ψ which
satisfy this condition and is in FM .
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Thus, we consider a reference point x0 ∈ B, and choose ψ(x0) = m0 ∈ M ; then we define
ψ(x) by the condition ∇Aψ = 0, i.e. as the solution to the equation
∂ψ
∂xµ
= −Aµ(x)ψ(x) (A3)
To this end, we choose for any x ∈ B a parametrized path ξ(s) such that ξ(0) = x0 and
ξ(1) = x. Now, the required solution is provided by
ψ(x) = g(x)m0 (A4)
where g(x) is defined as
g(x) = −
∫ 1
0
Aµ[ξ(s)]
∂ξµ
∂s
ds . (A5)
Clearly, this depends on the choice of the path ξ(s): that is, such g(x) is defined up to an
element of the holonomy group of α at the point p = (x, g(x)); this was previously noted
as HA(p). Correspondingly, ψ(x) is defined up to the action of HA(p) on g(x): thus ψ(x)
is well defined only if at any point
HA[x, g(x)] ⊆ Gψ(x) . (A6)
By general results on HA along covariantly constant curves [82], this condition can be
checked by looking at the fiber over x0 alone; moreover, we have [22] that
HA(x0, g) = gHA(x0, e)g
−1 (A7)
and thus we can just require that
HA(x0, e) ⊂ Gm0 . (A8)
It should be recalled [22] that a close relationship exists between the isotropy group Γα
and the holonomy group HA: indeed,
Γα = {γ ∈ Γ : ∇A(γ) = 0 ; γ(x0) ∈ CG [HA(p0)]} (A9)
where CG(H) is the centralizer of H ⊆ G in G, and p0 = (x0, g) a reference point in
pi−1(x0) ⊂ P .
In this way we have determined, given A, which extremal points m ⊂ M are suitable for
the construction described above.
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Appendix B. Solutions associated to the null connection
Let us further restrict the setting of appendix A; that is, consider the critical orbit in A
corresponding to pure gauges, or in other words the gauge orbit ω0 = Γ(A
0). Notice that
in order to be sure ω0 is isolated in its stratum, and thus critical, it suffices that the action
of Γ is free (so that only pure gauges have Γα ≃ G), as it is usually the case in physical
applications.
In this case, we have immediately
HA(x0, g) = {e} ∀g ∈ G (B1)
Γ0 = {γ ∈ Γ : ∇
0(γ) = 0} ≃ G (B2)
and also the f given by the construction in appendix A will be covariantly constant along
∇0, i.e. φj(x) = const for any j and on any chart on B.
Thus, for the corresponding matter fields, we know that we can restrict to consider
V0 = {f ∈ V : ∇
0(f) = 0} (B3)
or, in other words, we can simply consider f(x0) = Φ; notice that Γ0 acts naturally on V0
and, with obvious notation,
[γ(f)] (x0) = g0Φ . (B4)
We can thus apply the classical version of Michel theorem in order to determine the f ∈ V0
which are isolated in their stratum, and thus the results of [1-4] immediately apply to this
case.
Notice that, to be completely rigorous, we should remove the radial degeneracy (indeed f
and λf , with λ ∈ R, will have the same isotropy group) or equivalently consider “critical
directions” (see sect.6).
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Appendix C. The SU(3) case
The motivation for Michel’s theory was provided, as already mentioned in the introduction,
by the SU(3) theory of hadronic interactions [3,4,7]. In this case, the relevant group action
is the adjoint representation of SU(3); this acts on the space M of three-dimensional
unitary traceless matrices, and thus on R8: an invariant potential is then a function
V : R8 → R such that V (g · x) = V (x), the action of g ∈ SU(3) on the matrix M
being given by g : M ∈ RgMR
−1
g , where Rg is the matrix representing g in the standard
three-dimensional representation of SU(3). In this case Ω =M/G is two dimensional.
One considers then the restriction of V to the unit sphereM0 inM under the appropriate
scalar product, i.e. the G-invariant scalar product in the algebra su(3); this is given by (A ·
B) = (1/2)Tr(A.B). One can then check [3,4,53] that the points in M0/G corresponding
to physical particles (the SU(3) octet) are isolated in their strata, and thus the associated
G-orbits identify critical orbits for any invariant potential on M0, and hence directions
of symmetry breaking for any invariant potential on M. This shows that predicting the
actual directions of symmetry breaking in hadronic interactions is not a virtue of any
particular model, but only of its invariance properties [5,7].
We will now discuss in some detail the extension of this result to the complete gauge
setting considered here; such an extension is actually immediate (so much that Michel and
Radicati did not feel any need to discuss it) but we believe it can help in fixing the idea
about our present result to see how this applies in a very well known case.
Let us consider the structure of SU(3) subgroups; this is given by the following diagram:
SU(3)→ SU(2)× U(1)
ր
ց
SU(2)
U(1)× U(1)
ց
ր
U(1)→ {e} . (C1)
In the spirit of studying symmetry breaking from the trivial solution (α, f) = (A0, 0) – and
having already considered the case where symmetry is broken only in the matter sector,
while that where it is broken only in the gauge sector is equivalent to the pure gauge case
– we focus on G0 = SU(2)× U(1); thus, we consider critical gauge orbits in A with
ΓA = SU(2)× U(1) ≡ G0 . (C2)
For such a critical orbit – i.e. fixing a critical A which satisfies (C2) – we have
HA(p0) = Z(ΓA) = U(1)× U(1) = Z(G) . (C3)
From the requirement that HA ⊆ Gm0 (i.e. in this case HA ⊆ G0), see (A9), we imme-
diately reduce to three possibilities for Γ
(A)
f = {γ ∈ ΓA : γ(f) = 0}; i.e., this can be
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isomorphic to either G, either G0, either Z(G). In the first case we just have gauge fields
(no symmetry breaking in the matter sector), while in the third case we would need further
hypotheses to be sure the critical point located in the closure of the stratum is not actually
on its border (and thus in the most singular stratum with isotropy type G0). Thus, the
case of interest is that of
Γ
(A)
f = Γ(α,f) = SU(2)× U(1) . (C4)
The construction of appendix A tells how to build a section f ∈ V which is critical for
(A1) in this case; more generally, define
VA = {f ∈ V : ΓA ∩ Γf = ΓA} = {f ∈ V : ΓA ⊆ Γf} (C5)
(this is analogous to the V0 considered above); we consider then, for ωα critical in A, the
restriction LA of L : A⊕V to α⊕VA ≃ VA; by the Symmetric Criticality Principle [65,66],
the critical points of LA will also be critical points of L.
Within VA, we can proceed as for V0 in appendix B, and thus use again the classical version
of Michel theorem; once again, this is due to the fact that ΓA is canonically isomorphic to
a compact subgroup of G.
Thus we conclude that for SU(3) (acting on Eq by a free representation T ) we always
have, in the presence of symmetry breaking in both the pure gauge and the matter sectors,
critical orbits ωα,f with the symmetry of both α and f given by a group isomorphic to
SU(2)× U(1); these correspond again to the critical directions determined by Michel and
Radicati [1-4].
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